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1. Introduction
Torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment are highly prevalent in South
Africa. The police and other law enforcement agencies regularly torture detainees in both custodial
and non-custodial settings. Detainees are beaten, sexually assaulted, tortured and threatened with
torture for several reasons including:
•
•
•

Extracting evidence from the detainee or a third person to give evidence about the detainee
Punishing the alleged offender
Sadism and show of force

In many instances, the perpetrators commit these acts with impunity because:
•
•
•
•
•

Victims do not know their rights
The law enforcement personnel threaten the victim and intimidate him into silence
Victims are often ashamed to openly relay their experiences or give evidence about their
experiences
The law enforcement personnel use techniques that do not leave scars on the body
Medical personnel do not document injuries of torture victims properly

The mention of torture will, to most people, conjure up images of some of the cruellest forms of
physical and psychological suffering - the pulling out of fingernails, electric shocks, mock executions,
being forced to watch the torture of parents or children, rape. Such images produce feelings of intense
revulsion in the average individual, for few can remain unmoved by the infliction of such suffering on
a human being. Publicly, torture has been widely condemned, and indeed is absolutely prohibited by
every relevant human rights instrument since the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948.
Violation of this prohibition is considered so serious that no legal justification may ever be found, even
in times of emergency or conflict.
The end of apartheid in South Africa brought hope that torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading
treatment were a thing of the past. Stories of torture which included the methods mentioned above
in detention places such as John Vorster Square and Brixton Murder and Robbery Squad offices had
become part and parcel of everyday stories in South Africa. Today, many people are still torture and
subjected to various forms of ill-treatment both in custodial and non-custodial settings. Reports of
the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture, the Committee Against Torture and other human
rights bodies, media networks and newspaper, makes it quite clear that torture is not a phenomenon of
the past. It cannot be denied that torture, and its attendant associates, cruel, inhuman and degrading
treatment and punishment, continue to hamper the realisation of a human rights culture and thrive
even more in enclosed spaces.
Information is the key to exposing perpetrators of torture and their criminal practices. Every
individual who has ever experienced, witnessed or been told of an incident of torture must take
it upon themselves to report to the relevant authorities whenever incidents of torture take place
or alleged to have taken place. Only when such incidents are consistently brought to the attention
of the human rights defenders and the international community can the world stand a chance at
eradicating torture. However, many a times community members who are often victims of torture are
not able to report torture because most documents on this crime a rewritten in highly technical and
complicated legal language therefore making it hard for ordinary people to understand the crime and
how to go about reporting it.
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2. Targeted users
This handbook is aimed primarily at community leaders, human rights defenders, and members
of the communities who wish to become more involved in torture reporting. It does not attempt to
provide technical medical or legal instruction but focuses rather on the process of reporting itself. In
this way, it seeks to enable reporters to produce high-quality information on both individual incidents
and patterns of torture, with a view to maximising the utility of the information to the anti-torture
bodies, as well as to aid NGOs and public interest litigation firms to select the most appropriate
procedure or procedures to which to address the information in light of their own desired result. It
should be borne in mind that following the guidelines set out in this handbook is not a guarantee of
obtaining a particular result from a particular institution, and that it will often seem as if little has been
achieved in a particular case. While frustration and disappointment are inevitable on such occasions,
it should be remembered at all costs that the struggle for the eradication of torture is a protracted,
slow process, and should not be measured in terms of individual results only. Each piece of reliable
information meticulously collected is a weapon in that struggle, and every door thrown open is one
less door for the torturers to hide behind.
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3. Definition of Torture
Article 1 of the Convention Against Torture
“any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on
a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession,
punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or
intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind,
when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence
of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering
arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.”
Section 3 of the Prevention and Combating of Torture of Persons Act, 2013 adopts the same definition.
NB: For purposes of this booklet, reference to torture applies by substitution to other cruel, inhuman
or degrading treatment that may legally not be deemed to be torture.
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4. Torture reporting processes
4.1. Torture by members of the South African Police Service (SAPS) or Metro Police Departments
(MPDs)
A person who alleges torture at the hands of the police should immediately seek medical attention so
that a medical report detailing the extent of the injuries can be filled by the medical practitioner. If in
custody, the victim should request medical attention immediately upon detention.
Should such medical attention be denied, the victim must inform the presiding officer at his first
appearance in court either in person or though his legal representative that he had been subjected to
torture and therefore requests that the police be directed to take him for medical treatment.
The victim should request a medical report form (Form J88) from the police station before going to
the see a medical practitioner.
The Form J88 must have 6 pages and must bear the SAPS’ date stamp before it is filled in by the
medical practitioner.
The Form J88 must then be filled by the medical practitioner detailing as comprehensively as possible
all the injuries sustained by the victim.
It is advisable that the victim then make several copies of the filled-in Form J88 and certify them.
The victim or another person acting on behalf of the victim must then lay a criminal charge against
the police officer/s responsible for the torture of the victim.
The original copy of the Form J88 must go into the docket while the copies must be kept safely due
to the probability of dockets being misplaced or destroyed. For the same reasons, the complainant
should demand that he be allowed to make copies of all documents that go into the docket including
statements, photographs (if there are any) etc and have such documents certified.
The complainant must write a comprehensive statement detailing the torture. Some of the most
important information includes:
- Equipment used to carry out the torture (e.g. handcuffs, pepper spray, electronic devices etc.)
- The time and place of the torture.
- Where possible the names of the perpetrators as they appear on the name badges.
- Duration of the torture.
- Any other information which may be relevant for the case.
After opening the case, the police officer in charge must give the complainant the docket’s Criminal
Administration System (CAS) Number which should be used in all correspondence relating to the
docket.The SAPS must with 24 hours of opening the docket, send the docket to the Independent
Police Investigative Directorate (IPID). Failure to do so is a criminal offence.
Once the docket is with IPID, the complainant should follow up to ensure that the case is being
investigated and brought to finality.
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4.2.

Torture by Correctional Service officials

The victim must follow the same steps as with torture by SAPS and MPDs.
The difference is that where a person alleges torture by Correctional Services, the case in this instance
may be investigated only by the SAPS and not by IPID since IPID has no mandate to investigate the
Correctional Services.
A complaint must also be lodged with the Judicial Inspectorate for Correctional Service (JICS).
4.3.

Torture by members of the South African National Defence Force (SANDF)

The victim must follow the same steps as with torture by SAPS and MPDs above.
The difference is that where a person alleges torture by SANDF, the case in this instance may be
investigated by the SAPS and not by IPID since IPID has no mandate to investigate the Defence Force.
A complaint might also be lodged with the Military Ombudsman for investigation.

5. Lodging a civil claim for torture
A person who alleges that he/she had been subjected to torture may lodge a civil claim either in
person or through a lawyer. A civil claim is separate and is not dependent on the criminal investigation
processes so the two processes may run concurrently. The Legal Resources Centre (LRC) has a
torture reporting page which can be found at https://lrc.org.za/stop-torture/ through which victims
can anonymously report torture. Once the report has been lodged, the LRC will consult with the
victims and assist them in lodging claims against the responsible institution. The Institution of Legal
Proceedings Against Certain Organs of State Act (ILPACOSA) requires that a notice be served on
certain organs of state within six months from the date that the debt becomes due. Where the six
months have elapsed before the notice is served, compelling reasons must be advanced for late
notice to be condoned.
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6. Tips for legal professionals and victims
Our research has shown that where persons lodge cases of torture against law enforcement
personnel, trends show that there is a tendency by the concerned law enforcement perpetrators to
trump-up criminal charges against the victim in order to coerce or intimidate them into withdrawing
the cases or simply frustrating the victim. The following are tips on how to avoid becoming a victim
of trumped-up charges:
6.1. Record every conversation you have with the police or other law enforcement personnel
concerning your case either in the form of audio or video.
6.2. Once you have opened or intend to open a case against the police or any other law enforcement
with any oversight institution, inform your lawyer of such a case.
6.3. Should the police open a case against you after they come to know of the case against them
or your intention to sue or open a criminal case, inform your lawyer and instruct the lawyer to make
representations to the magistrate to have your case provisionally withdrawn until such time that the
investigations on your case against the police are complete. It will serve to combat abuse of power by
the police. This should be applicable if there is reason to believe that the only reason the police have
charged you is to retaliate for charges brough up against them.

7. Conclusion
The timeous reporting of incidents of torture is important for the success of cases against the
perpetrators. Where a long time passes between the incident and the reporting, there is increased
risk of evidence being lost or being tampered with. The perpetrators of torture and other forms of
brutality are aware that their conduct is illegal and will therefore most likely do all in their power to
victimise witnesses, tamper with dockets and hide crucial leads. It is incumbent upon victims or
anyone intending to report acts of torture to waste no time in bringing this crime to the attention of
the relevant authorities and members of civil society organisations. Organisations such as the LRC,
Omega Research Foundation, Justicá Global, Kontras play a vital role in the fight against torture.
These organisations do strategic litigation and advocacy to bring to light the plight of people at risk
of being tortured in places of detention.
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Contact details of relevant institutions:
•

Legal Resources Centre
2nd Floor West Wing, Women’s Jail, Constitution Hill, 1 Kotze St
Tel: +27 11 836 9831
Website: https://lrc.org.za/stop-torture/
Email: info@lrc.org.za

•

Independent Police Investigative Directorate (IPID)
City Forum Building, 114 Madiba Street, Pretoria, South Africa
Tel: +27 11 399 0000
Website: http://www.ipid.gov.za
Email: complaints@ipid.gov.za

•

South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC)
Braampark Forum 3, 33 Hoofd St, Braampark, Johannesburg, 2017, South Africa
Tel: +27 11 877 3600
Website: www.sahrc.org.za
Email: complaints@sahrc.org.za

•

Judicial Inspectorate of Correctional Services (JICS)
124 WF Nkomo Street ( Corner WF Nkomo & Sophie De Bruyn Streets)
Poyntons Building (West Block)
Pretoria 0001
Tel: +27 12 307 2000
Website: http://jics.dcs.gov.za/jics/
Email: enquiry.complaints@dcs.gov.za

•

Military Ombudsman
349 Witch-Hazel, Block C4, Eco rigins
Centurion, 0046
Tel: +27 12 676 3800
Website: https://www.milombud.org/
Email: intake@milombud.org

•

Health Ombudsman
The Office of Health Ombud, Medical Research Council Building 1 Soutpansberg Road,
Prinshof St, Pretoria, 0084
Tel: +27 12 339 8699
Website: www.healthombud.org.za.
Email: complaints@ohsc.org.za

This document was produced through part-funding by the European Union
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